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the official Diet of Germany, refused to recognize any of those who had

gone to Bona as being members of an actual general council. And so the

Pope dismissed the Council altogetEr because they would not recognize it

after he moved it to Bologna. But it had already done a good bit, a good

bit that was very important. Now the next meeting was six years after

the first meeting - in 1551 to 52. Now at that time the situation was

very different,as you know, from the situation when it opened. Germany

was all now in Charles' hands. Charles had conquered everything - he
Matzaburg?

held it completely in his domination - except the one city o- Matesburg

which was still holding out against him. And under the circumstances,

Charles had introduced a religious order in Bermany which everybody was

supposed to follow which insisted in the main on Romanist dogma but which

permitted marriage of the clergy and the use of the wine as well as the

bread and other things. He tried to make a compromise which he said

they all must follow in Germany. He called it an "Intereval"(?). It

was not a permanent basis, it was a basis to be followed until a general

council should establish what would be right for the whole world. Well

that was the situation when the new meeting of the Council was held.

And many people thought, "What's the use of having another meeting of the

Council. The Emperor has already established what the situation is. going

to be." But at the meeting of the Council, it was very dextrously handled,

particularly with the very great activity of the Jesuits there to get

statements adopted which ruled out Protestantism quite completely and

which made it harder - the Emperor wanted the Council to make an agree

ment that would bring them all together, but the Jesuits wanted to make

something x that would rule out everyone who would not be thoroughly

" subject to the Pope and so they made their decision such that it would

be impossible or any sincere Protestant ever to accept it. Now this

meeting of the Council from 1551 to 52 - it eneded and then there was
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